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Abstract Low density polyethylene (LDPE) has been researched in many industrial applications, and LDPE/zeolite 4A

composites has been extensively studied for many applications such as microporous, breathable film and so on. LDPE/

zeolite composite have a great potential for carbon dioxide adsorption film due to its high adsorption ability. In this study,

LDPE/zeolite 4A composites with various contents were prepared by melt mixing process, and co-extrusion process was

applied to develop a CO2 adsorption conventional film and foamed film. The thermal, rheological, mechanical, physical

and morphological properties of composite films has been characterized, and CO2 adsorption of the composite films eval-

uated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and the performance was found to be about 18 cc/g at 30.9 wt% of the zeolite

content.
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Introduction

Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) as packaging plastic

material has been widely used for its excellent properties such

as low cost, flexibility, chemical resistance, and easy pro-

cessability. However, LDPE itself is not welcomed in food

packaging application due to improper poor food conservation

ability and could not guarantee the long shelf life of the con-

tained food products. Therefore, various multi-layer structures

and composite materials has been widely applied to the field

of food packaging to keep the freshness during the distribution

and consumption.

One of the most important functions for food packaging

materials is preventing food quality deterioration from the var-

ious environmental influences1). Among them, carbon dioxide

(CO2) is one of the factors to be considered to design the

packaging for food products. Daniels et al.2) reported CO2 is

effective in delaying bacterial growth and thus prolonging the

shelf life of perishable foods. Some studies show that 20~30%

CO2 concentration is sufficient to prevent the growth of aer-

obic bacteria3). In addition, according Luno et al.4) the high

concentration of CO2 is easily oxidized leading to loss of fresh

color and odor of the products. Therefore, the research for the

packaging materials having an ability of CO2 adsorption is

necessary to extend the shelf life of products generating CO2

such as fresh-roasted ground coffee and fermented foods.

Polymer composite combining the polymer with micro/nano

scaled inorganic fillers to develop the materials with better

performance is good option to solve the limitations of the poly-

mers for a variety of industrial applications5). The inorganic

fillers having CO2 adsorbing ability include zeolite6-9), acti-

vated carbon10), graphene oxide11), carbon nanotube12) and so

on. Previous researches have shown that various zeolites exhi-

bit the higher CO2 adsorption performance than carbon-based

fillers such as activated carbon13,14). Furthermore, Siriwardane

et al.14) measured the adsorption of CO2, N2, H2 and their mix-

tures on zeolite, and it was found that CO2 was selectively

adsorbed to these zeolites for N2 and H2 over a wide range of

pressures at room temperature. In this study, zeolite 4A having

micro-pores of approximately 3.8 Å was selected as a filler

considering that the kinetic diameter of CO2 is 3.3 Å.

The purpose of the active packaging system is to improve

the quality of food and extend its shelf life, and is normally

prepared with direct incorporation of active substance to the

polymer making the packaging film15).

In recent years, the cellular foam structures in polymer com-

posites through a continuous extrusion foaming process has

been successfully proved to enhance the performance of com-

posites16-18). By foaming the polymer composite, the lower

density was accomplished which is good for industrial appli-
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cations, and the micro-structure of foamed cells within the

polymer composite could affect the performance of the inor-

ganic filler during the melt pocesssing.

Several techniques have been applied to prepare polymer/

zeolite composites such as solution casting19-23), in-situ24-26),

and melt processing27-29). LDPE/zeolite 4A composites have

been researched exclusively in microporous and breathable

films for packaging application29).

To the best of author’s knowledge, no study was found to

characterize the compounding of LDPE and zeolite 4A with

respect to the CO2 adsorption property. In this study, LDPE/

zeolite 4A composite master batches with various contents

(9.6, 16.3, 25.2 and 30.9 wt%) were prepared by melt mixing

process. In addition, the master batch was continuous extruded

in the form of a film using a flat dies and was also prepared

foamed film with a chemical blowing agent. The thermal, rhe-

ological, mechanical, physical and morphological properties

of composites has been characterized, and the CO2 adsorption

of the composite films was assessed by thermogravimetric

analysis (TGA).

Materials and Methods

1. Materials

LDPE (BS500 grade, melt index: 3.3 g/10 min, 190°C 2.16

kg ASTM D1238) was obtained from LG chemical (Korea).

The zeolite 4A [COLITE-P] was purchased from the Cosmo

fine chemicals (Korea). COLITE-P has the molecular formula

of Na12[(AlO2)·(SiO2)]12·27H2O, and the average particle size

is 2.0 to 3.5 microns. Chemical Blowing agent [CELLCOM-

ACMP, decomposition temperature: 193~197°C], azodicar-

bonamide series, was provided by the Kum yang (Korea). All

of the additives were vacuum-dried at 80°C for 12 hrs to

remove residual moisture before use.

2. Methods
1) Sample preparation

A Brabender microcompounder TSC 42/6 (Brabender, Duis-

burg, Germany) designed with a small scale conical, counter-

rotating twin-screw compounder with a screw diameter of 42

mm (L/D = 6) was used. LDPE/zeolite 4A composite master

batches (MB series) with various compositions (10~40 wt%)

were produced under barrel temperature at 200°C with a rota-

tion speed at 50 rpm.

After pelletizing, the residual amount of fillers in composite

was analyzed using thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) (Mo-

del: Q500, TA Instruments, USA). After dried at 80°C for 12

hrs, the composites were also injection molded for measuring

rheological properties at 200°C using a Xplore Micro Injec-

tion Moulding Machine (Xplore Instruments, Geleen, Nether-

lands) into test specimen with a disk shape of 25.4 mm diam-

eter and 1 mm thickness. Then LDPE/zeolite 4A composite

films (F series) were prepared under barrel temperature at 200

°C with a rotation speed at 25 rpm. Foaming films (FF series)

with 10 phr of a blowing agent were also extruded contin-

uously through the same conditions. In order to evaluate the

physical properties of the two types of films, they were main-

tained at a thickness of about 200~350 μm.

3. Thermal measurement

The residual amount of master batch and film samples was

observed by thermogravimetric analysis (Model: Q500, TA

Instruments, USA). The tests were performed under a nitrogen

atmosphere at temperatures of up to 600°C at a 10°C/min

heating rate.

Thermal properties, including crystallinity and melting tem-

perature of the master batches were analyzed by differential

scanning calorimetry (Model: Q2000, TA Instruments, USA).

The samples were placed in packed aluminum pan and then

heated and cooled from 20 to 200°C, using a heating and cool-

ing rate of 5°C/min. In order to estimate the Xc, the following

equation was used:

(1)

Where ΔH the heat of fusion at melting point of the sample

is analyzed [J/g] and ΔH100 is a reference value that represents

the heat of fusion for a 100% α-crystalline polymer. For PE,

ΔH100 is 288 J/g, and φ is the weight fraction of fillers30).

4. Rheological measurement

Oscillatory shear measurement and stress relaxation in the

linear viscoelastic (LVE) region were carried out which an

Anton Paar rotational rheometer (Model: Physical MCR 302,

Anton Paar GmbH, Austria) using parallel plates geometry

(diameter 25 mm and measuring gap 1 mm) at 200°C. Frequ-

ency sweeps were performed after approximately 2 min tem-

perature equilibration with decreasing frequency from 100 to

0.1 rad/s and strains at 1%.

5. Mechanical measurement

The mechanical properties such as tensile strength, young’s

modulus and elongation at break were tested on an INSTRON

3367 (INSTRON, MA, USA) equipped with 1 kN cell force,

measuring force over displacement for each sample at 50 mm/

min according to ASTM D 638. The sample were cut into

dumbbell shape with dimensions of type IV specimen (width

overall: 19 mm, length overall: 115 mm). At least 5 samples

were tested for each film sample.

6. Physical measurement

The relative density of the composite films and foaming

films are analyzed using a MD-300S densimeter (MIRAGE,

Japan) following the water displacement method. According

Xc

HΔ

HΔ
100

1 φ–( )
-------------------------------- 100×=
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to ASTM D792, the density of a sample (ρexp) is calculated by

Eq. (2):

(2)

Where α is the apparent mass of the sample in air, β is the

apparent mass of the sample completely immersed in water,

and ρwater is the density of distilled water at 23°C. Theoretical

densities of foaming films (ρth) are calculated using the stan-

dard rule of mixtures (Eq. (3)):

(3)

Where ρ and φ represent density and volume fraction, res-

pectively, and the subscripts zeolite, matrix and cell describe

zeolite 4A, polymer matrix and foam cell, respectively. Den-

sity of polymer matrix (LDPE) and zeolite 4A is 0.92 and 0.30

g/cm3, respectively. The theoretical and experimental density

(ρexp) are compared and the foam cell porosity trapped in the

polymer matrix (φcell) during foaming process is calculated by

Eq. (4):

(4)

7. Morphological measurement

The morphology of extruded samples was observed with a

field emission scanning electron microscope (Model: SU8020,

Hitachi, Japan). Samples was sectioned cross-section using a

diamond knife in a freezing ultramicrotome (Model: LEICA

ULTRACUT UC7, Leica, Germany). All of the cross sections

were coated with Pt/Pd alloy using ion sputter (Model: E-1045,

Hitachi, Japan), and measurement was performed under high

vacuum with the acceleration voltage of 5 to 10 kV.

8. Carbon dioxide adsorption measurement

The CO2 adsorption properties of film samples was tested

with a thermogravimetric analysis (Model: Q500, TA Instru-

ments, USA). Films was loaded at sample pan in the furnace.

And dried under a nitrogen atmosphere until the weight change

equilibrium at 75°C to remove residual moisture in the film.

Thereafter, the temperature was cooled to 30°C and CO2 was

injected to measure the amount of CO2 adsorption. At this

time, the balance gas is injected at a flow rate of 10 ml/min

with nitrogen, and the sample gas is injected at 90 ml/min with

CO2. Likewise, the weight change was measured until equilib-

rium was reached. CO2 and nitrogen used 99% high purity gas.

The adsorption amount per unit mass of sample (Mads) is

calculated by Eq. (5):

(5)

Where Msam is the sample mass after moisture removal, Minc

is the sample mass increase after adsorption. The volume of

CO2 adsorption to the sample mass at 30°C and 1 atm (Vads)

is calculated by Eq. (6):

(6)

Where  is the density of CO2 at a tempera-

ture of 30°C and a pressure of 1 atm.

Results & Discussion

1. Thermal properties

Table 1 presents the results of thermal properties obtained

from TGA. Zeolite 4A is well known for its ability to adsorb

CO2 due to physical or chemical adsorption31). In preparing

LDPE/zeolite 4A composite master batches, zeolite 4A was

added to LDPE in various contents ranging from 10 to 40

wt%. However, as a result of TGA, there was a slight dif-

ference between the actually injected amount and the dif-

ference was larger as the content of zeolite 4A increased. This

is due to losses in the extruder during melt processing. Whereas,

no loss occurred when extruding the film and the foaming film

using the composite master batches, and there was marginal

difference in content between the master batch content and the

two types of films.

Table 2 shows the DSC results of LDPE/zeolite 4A com-

posites with different zeolite 4A content. Compared with neat

LDPE, LDPE/zeolite 4A composites with varying amount of

zeolite 4A content showed no difference in melting tempera-

ture. The values of the heat of fusion shown in Table 2 were

lower than those of neat LDPE. This could be due to the inc-

rease of the filler content of the composite, and the decrease

of the heat of fusion could be attributed to the reduction of the

ρexp
α

α β–
------------- ρwater×=

ρth ρzeoliteφzeolite ρmatrixφmatrix ρcellφcell+ +=

φcell

ρth ρexp–

ρth
-----------------------=

Mads
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Msam

------------=

Vads

Mads

ρ
CO

2
30°C 1atm, ,

-------------------------------------=

ρ
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2
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Table 1. The results of thermal properties of LDPE/zeolite 4A

composites, films and foaming films with varying amount of

zeolite 4A content

Sample Code Residue amounts (wt%)

MB10 9.59 ± 0.12

10F 9.15 ± 0.17

10FF 9.46 ± 0.08

MB16 16.28 ± 0.19

16F 14.79 ± 0.43

16FF 15.23 ± 0.67

MB25 25.23 ± 0.60

25F 24.62 ± 0.16

25FF 23.54 ± 0.51

MB31 30.86 ± 0.98

31F 31.81 ± 0.08

31FF 29.36 ± 0.13
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crystalline region resulting from the lower ratio of LDPE. The

crystallinity was also similar to that of neat LDPE, and it was

confirmed that the increase of zeolite 4A content did not sig-

nificantly affect the increase or decrease of crystallinity. How-

ever, when the amount of zeolite exceeds 31 wt%, the crys-

tallinity was found to decrease slightly. The filler is mainly

dispersed in the amorphous region of the polymer, but a large

amount of the filler invades the crystalline region where crys-

tallization occurs resulting the reduction of the crystallinity.

2. Rheological properties

The result of rotational rheometer analysis of LDPE/zeolite

4A composites are illustrated in Fig. 1 for evaluation of the

modulus and complex viscosity in the molten state (200°C) to

assess the effect of zeolite 4A content in LDPE. A trend of

increasing G’, G’’ and η* as the addition of zeolite 4A to LDPE

was observed.

When the zeolite content was less than 17 wt% in the LDPE

matrix, it was observed that the complex viscosity was lower

than that of neat LDPE. Generally, when the inorganic filler is

dispersed in the polymer matrix, the complex viscosity increa-

ses depending on the content. It is necessary to apply a higher

shearing force when dispersing the zeolite 4A in the LDPE

matrix29).

MB31 showed the plateau behavior at the low frequency

region in the storage modulus curve. In addition, it was con-

firmed that the complex viscosity increases linearly with dec-

reasing frequency showing the solid-like behavior. In case of

the content of zeolite 4A was 25 wt% or more, the complex

viscosity was higher than that of neat LDPE, and this could be

Table 2. The results of differential scanning calorimetry of LDPE/zeolite 4A composites with varying amount of zeolite 4A content

Sample Code Melting temperature T
m

 (°C) Heat of fusion at melting point ΔH (J/g) Crystallinity X
c
 (%)

Neat LDPE 109.62 ± 0.42 74.46 ± 0.22 25.85 ± 0.08

MB10 109.67 ± 0.18 67.67 ± 0.26 25.99 ± 0.10

MB16 109.69 ± 0.21 60.28 ± 0.56 25.00 ± 0.23

MB25 109.53 ± 0.07 53.18 ± 0.25 25.14 ± 0.12

MB31 109.53 ± 0.12 46.46 ± 1.07 23.33 ± 0.54

Fig. 1. (a) Storage modulus, G’ (b) loss modulus, G’’, (c) complex viscosity η* of the LDPE/zeolite 4A composites.
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due to that the filler was concentrated in the amorphous region,

and the molecular chain mobility could be reduced.

3. Mechanical properties

Table 3 shows the mechanical properties of LDPE/zeolite

4A composite films and foaming films. As the content of zeo-

lite 4A in LDPE matrix increases in both composite films and

foam films, tensile strength and elongation at breaks was found

to decrease. Composite films with 10 wt% zeolite 4A in LDPE

matrix showed 37.8% decrease in tensile strength and 40%

decrease in elongation at break, and this could be due to the

lack of interfacial adhesion between the polymer matrix and the

filler27). As the filler content increased, the young’s modulus

of the composite films increased. The increase in the Young's

modulus of the zeolite 4A composite film indicates an increase

in the stiffness of the LDPE associated with the limitation of

the mobility of the LDPE matrix due to the presence of the

filler32).

The mechanical properties of the foaming film are shown in

Table 4. Similarly to the composite films, the mechanical pro-

perties are decreased due to the increase of the content of zeo-

lite 4A in polymer matrix. As the foam cells are created in the

LDPE matrix, the interfacial adhesion area between the poly-

mers is decreased resulting the reduction of young’s modulus.

In addition, as the content of zeolite increases, the adhesion

surface area of the polymer matrix to each other is further red-

uced, resulting in the reverse synergy effect. Therefore, under

the conditions of the same content of the filler, the foaming

film tends to have lower mechanical properties such as tensile

strength, elongation at break and young’s modulus as com-

pared with the composite film.

4. Physical properties

The main advantage of the foaming process is the reduction

in density. In Fig. 2, the density of the foaming films is

reduced by 22 to 37% as compared with the composite films.

Given the calculation followed by Eqs. (3) and (4), LDPE

matrix, zeolite 4A and air cell is calculated. Theoretical cal-

culations confirmed that between 56 and 66% of foam cells

per volume were created in the polymer matrix due to 10 phr

Table 3. Mechanical properties of LDPE/zeolite 4A composite films

Sample Code Tensile strength (MPa) Elongation at break (%) Young’s modulus (MPa)

Neat LDPE 13.89 ± 0.83 378.60 ± 30.65 116.02 ± 3.60

10F 8.63 ± 0.29 228.01 ± 15.29 125.56 ± 4.55

16F 8.97 ± 1.32 50.56 ± 5.74 154.07 ± 15.78

25F 8.01 ± 0.24 35.78 ± 3.93 195.52 ± 13.31

31F 6.99 ± 0.50 18.11 ± 1.89 206.93 ± 18.99

Table 4. Mechanical properties of LDPE/zeolite 4A composite foaming films

Sample Code Tensile strength (MPa) Elongation at break (%) Young’s modulus (MPa)

10FF 4.32 ± 0.11 63.78 ± 6.61 85.45 ± 2.59

16FF 4.02 ± 0.32 37.00 ± 4.64 68.29 ± 5.56

25FF 2.60 ± 0.20 9.53 ± 0.48 45.82 ± 4.40

31FF 2.69 ± 0.17 7.64 ± 0.55 39.31 ± 2.02

Fig. 2. (a) Relative density, (b) The volume ratio of the LDPE/zeolite 4A composite films (F series) and the foaming films (FF series).
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of blowing agent. The difference in the volume ratio of the

foamed cells is due to the content of zeolite 4A. It could be

seen in Fig. 1 that the complex viscosity at the low frequency

region is significantly higher than the neat LDPE in the case

of the zeolite content of 25 wt% or more. As a result, the

foaming agent is not easily dispersed resulting in the aggre-

Fig. 3. SEM images of LDPE/zeolite 4A composite films surface with different zeolite 4A weight ratio; (a) 10F, (b) 19F, (c) 25F, (d) 31F.

Fig. 4. SEM images of LDPE/zeolite 4A composite foaming films surface with different zeolite 4A weight ratio; (a) 10FF, (b) 19FF,

(c) 25FF, (d) 31FF.
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gation phenomenon. The difference in relative density was

observed due to the difference in the size of the foam cell as

confirmed in Fig. 5.

5. Morphological properties

Figs. 3 and 4 show a SEM image of the LDPE/zeolite 4A

composite film and foaming film samples. On the surface of

the films, it was observed that the zeolite was uniformly dis-

persed well in the LDPE matrix regardless of the content of the

filler. The SEM results also confirm that the number of cells

on the surface increases as the content of zeolite 4A increases

on the surface of the foaming film.

Fig. 5 shows the cross section images of the foaming films.

As the content of zeolite 4A increases, the size of the foam

cell becomes uneven and larger. It could be seen that the sur-

face of the foaming film affects the roughness according to the

content of the filler. This is due to the non-uniform dispersion

of the blowing agent due to the high complex viscosity (η*) in

the LDPE/zeolite 4A M/B molten state with increasing filler

content as observed in Fig. 1.

6. Carbon dioxide adsorption properties

Fig. 6 (a) shows the CO2 adsorption results of the LDPE/

zeolite 4A composite films, and (b) foaming films. In this

adsorption plots, Langmuir isotherms that occur in solid phys-

ical adsorption are observed. As seen in Fig. 6(a), the adsorp-

tion performance is gradually improved according to the con-

tent of zeolite 4A. 31F shows the highest value with adsorp-

tion amount of about 18 cc/gresin. This adsorption takes place

by zeolite 4A, which is evenly dispersed in the LDPE matrix,

as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Firstly, adsorption occurs on the

zeolite 4A dispersed on the surface. Then, CO2 is adsorbed on

the inside of the film and adsorbed on the zeolite 4A dispersed

in the film, and finally the adsorption equilibrium is obtained.

However, the foaming film was analyzed to have lower CO2

adsorption than the composite film. In particular, when the

content of zeolite 4A was 16 wt% or less, the adsorption per-

formance was measured very poorly. Gases such as CO2, nit-

rogen, ammonia and the like are released to decompose the

chemical blowing agent to form a foaming cell. At this time,

the generated gas adsorbs to the zeolite 4A while forming the

cell. The adsorption efficiency decreases when zeolite is rep-

eatedly adsorbed and desorbed.33) Therefore, it could be inferred

that such decrease in adsorption performance occurred in this

study.

However, the foaming film has a faster time to reach the

adsorption equilibrium and a higher adsorption rate than the

composite film. This depends on two factors. First, as shown

in Fig. 5, the foaming film has a rougher film surface than the

composite film. Thus, the surface area is relatively large, which

causes the adsorption reaction to take place actively on the

surface. Secondly, due to the cells generated inside the film, the

CO2 can be more easily adsorbed inside the film, which res-

ults in adsorption equilibrium in a relatively short time.

Fig. 5. SEM images of LDPE/zeolite 4A composite foaming films cross section with different zeolite 4A weight ratio; (a) 10FF, (b)

19FF, (c) 25FF, (d) 31FF.
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Resulting in increasing of the CO2 adsorption amounts due

to increase of zeolite 4A content in the LDPE matrix. Therefore,

the CO2 adsorption properties could be controlled by the wei-

ght fraction of zeolite 4A in composite system, and could be

achieved the optimized adsorption properties such as adsorp-

tion amount and rate depending on the active packaging appli-

cation such as high and low CO2 adsorption requirement for

packaging industry.

Conclusions

The LDPE/zeolite 4A composite master batches were pre-

pared by varying the contents of zeolite 4A in LDPE with a

melt process method. Then, the composite film (F series) was

extruded using a master batch, and 10 phr of a chemical blow-

ing agent was added to prepare a foamed film (FF series). In

thermal properties, there was no significant difference in the

degree of crystallinity depending on the content of zeolite 4A.

However, when the content of zeolite was more than 31 wt%,

it showed decrease tendency slightly. The complex viscosity

gradually increased with the content of zeolite 4A, and this

increase was also confirmed from the SEM analysis to adversely

affect the morphogenesis of foamed cells. In mechanical prop-

erties, as the content of zeolite 4A in LDPE matrix increases

in both composite films and foaming films, tensile strength

and elongation at breaks tended to decrease. The foaming film

was found to have lower mechanical properties such as tensile

strength, elongation at break and young’s modulus as com-

pared with the composite film. However, due to the chemical

foaming, the relative density decreased as compared to the

composite film. Based on the results of physical analysis, about

22~37% reduction of relative density is achieved with 10 phr

of blowing agent compared to composite film. The CO2 adsorp-

tion performance is gradually improved according to the con-

tent of zeolite 4A. It was found that the foaming film showed

a faster time to reach the adsorption equilibrium and a faster

adsorption rate than the composite film. By manufacturing

LDPE/zeolite 4A composite film and foaming film using con-

tinuous extrusion process with excellent productivity, LDPE/

zeolite 4A could be applied in fields requiring the balanced

properties of various CO2 adsorption active packaging appli-

cations by controlling composition of the composites.
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